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Abstract
The two-sample problem is one of the earliest problems in statistics: given two
samples, the question is whether or not the observations were sampled from the
same distribution. Many statistical tests have been developed for this problem,
and many tests have been evaluated in simulation studies, but hardly any study
has tried to set up a neutral comparison study. In this paper, we introduce an
open science initiative that potentially allows for neutral comparisons of two-
sample tests. It is designed as an open-source R package, a repository, and an
online R Shiny app. This paper describes the principles, the design of the system
and illustrates the use of the system.
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1 INTRODUCTION

In recent years, there have been several calls for neutral comparisons or benchmarks in statistics, bioinformatics, com-
putational biology, and computational sciences in general (Boulesteix et al., 2013; Weber et al., 2019). The core principles
of neutral comparison are that computational methods are evaluated without any bias and that the results of this evalua-
tion become public whatever the outcome of the evaluation. This allows for a fair comparison with competitor methods.
Despite the growing awareness in the scientific community, still not many initiatives have been taken. In the machine
learning area, community challenges are well-known and can be considered as a form of neutral benchmarking (Good-
fellow et al., 2013; Hoffmann et al., 2019; Hyndman, 2020): part of a large data set is made publicly available and the
challenge is to build a prediction model for predicting a particular outcome. Everyone can apply their choice of machine
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learning methods and submit their predictions. These predictions are compared to a private part of the data and results
are reported in terms of, for example, sensitivity and specificity. If the challenge is set up correctly, cheating is not possible,
and from this perspective the evaluation is neutral. However, there are still some shortcomings: (1) methods are evaluated
based on only a single data set; and (2) the results are often not clearly communicated to the wider community. An impor-
tant nuance in this comparison is the difference in the aim of a community challenge and a neutral benchmark. While a
neutral comparison is focused on a fair evaluation of methods with general conclusions, a community challenge aims at
solving a modeling task and not specifically benchmarking methods. Many participants consider it rather a game than a
scientific endeavor.
In statistical sciences, methods often aim at estimating target parameters or testing hypotheses. Estimators are eval-

uated in terms of their bias and precision, and hypothesis tests in terms of type I error rate control and power (or
false discovery rate and sensitivity in the context of multiple testing). In the statistical science community, papers that
propose new methods typically include two ways of evaluating the new methods. The first is to theoretically derive
properties, such as consistency of an estimator or test, asymptotic normality of an estimator, a test statistic, and so
forth. Many of these properties are of asymptotic nature, and therefore, as a second approach to method evaluation, a
simulation study is set up. Simulation studies allow for evaluating methods for finite sample sizes and under various
conditions, including settings that deviate from the assumptions underlying the theoretical development of the statis-
tical method. Moreover, competitor methods can also be included in the simulation study, which allows for a direct
comparison of methods. Although this may sound as a very fair procedure, in practice it is vulnerable to bias. The num-
ber of (potential) simulation scenarios is typically huge and the scientist has to make choices as to what scenarios to
include in the paper. However, the danger exists that the scientist may be tempted, directly or indirectly due to cogni-
tive bias, to mostly report results for simulation scenarios that are favorable for her/his new method. The same holds
true for the choice of competitor methods. Finally, from the perspective of reproducible science, it is also important
that authors make their simulation code publicly available, including the seeds used for initiating the pseudorandom
generators. Some authors do, other do not. And even if they do, the code may be hard to run again many years after
the publication.
In this paper, we propose a framework for neutral comparisons of statistical hypothesis tests; we do not aim to present

results of a comprehensive neutral comparison study. Our initiative makes use of an open-source R package and a
repository on GitHub. It is set up as an open science collaboration, and we hope that many statisticians and perhaps
journals will make use of it. The central idea is that everyone can submit a new method and/or a new simulation
scenario, and the system evaluates (1) the new method on all previously submitted simulation scenarios, and (2) all
previously submitted methods on the new scenarios. The simulation results can be posted on the public GitHub repos-
itory. In principle, this framework can be tailored to any class of statistical hypothesis tests, but here we present the
method for the evaluation of hypothesis tests for the two-sample problem, which is concerned with the null hypothe-
sis that the distribution of an outcome is the same in two populations. We have chosen for this problem because (1) it
is an important problem with plenty of applications; (2) a huge number of statistical two-sample tests have been pub-
lished; (3) all statisticians are familiar with at least some two-sample tests; and (4) the setting is simple so that we
can focus here on the neutral comparison methodology without being distracted by the complexity of the statistical
methods. The R package also contains functions for visualizing and summarizing the simulation results. These func-
tions are also implemented in an R Shiny app that is run from an R Shiny server (https://dsi-uhasselt.shinyapps.io/
Neutralise/).
In Section 2, we define the setting for which this initiative has been developed, the two-sample problem. The basic

principles of our neutral comparison approach are outlined in Section 3. The design of the R package and the GitHub
pages are presented in Section 4. Although it is not the aim of this paper to present the results of a large neutral com-
parison study, some preliminary results are shown in Section 5. In the first place, they serve to illustrate the R functions
for summarizing the results. We formulate some conclusions and recommendations in Section 6 and invite our peers to
contribute to this initiative. The Appendix of this paper contains example input and output files of the Neutralise frame-
work, step-by-step instructions to start working with Neutralise, the protocol for the generation of the annual summary
report, and brief descriptions of the generalized Tukey Lambda and 𝑔-and-ℎ distributions. Specific parameter values of all
included parameter settings are not included in the paper because they are dynamic in the sense that users can add other
values. However, the parameter values can be easily accessed in the NeutraliseFiles repository as well as in the Shiny app.
In addition, an annual summary report on the results that were generated and provided in the NeurtaliseFiles repository,
is added in supplementary.
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2 TWO-SAMPLE PROBLEM

The two-sample problem can be formulated as follows. Let 𝐹1(⋅) and 𝐹2(⋅) denote two distribution functions, and let
𝑋1,… , 𝑋𝑛1 denote a sample of 𝑛1 i.i.d. observations from 𝐹1, and 𝑌1,… , 𝑌𝑛2 a sample of 𝑛2 i.i.d. observations from
𝐹2. The most general null hypothesis of interest is 𝐻0 ∶ 𝐹1 = 𝐹2, but it may also be defined in a more narrow sense.
With 𝑑(⋅) a functional that maps the space of distribution functions to the real line, null hypotheses can also be of
the form 𝐻0 ∶ 𝑑(𝐹1) = 𝑑(𝐹2). Examples of functionals include the mean, variance,.... The alternative hypothesis can
also range from very general, 𝐻1 ∶ 𝐹1 ≠ 𝐹2, to narrow, 𝐻1 ∶ 𝑑(𝐹1) ≠ 𝑑(𝐹2). Statistical tests are designed to test a two-
sample null hypothesis against an alternative. Tests are supposed to be unbiased of size 𝛼 ∈ (0, 1), that is, they control
the type I error at the nominal significance level 𝛼. Sometimes this property can only be proven in an asymptotic
sense. Good tests are also supposed to be consistent against a specific fixed alternative, that is, the power of the test
converges to 1 when min(𝑛1, 𝑛2) → ∞. Competitor tests that possess these two properties still need to be compared to
one another in terms of their small sample properties (type I error rate and power) under a range of conditions; this
is typically done in simulation studies. For some testing problems and statistical tests, it can be proven that a test is
the uniformly most powerful (UMP) test, which means that the test has largest power among all tests of size 𝛼. For
testing simple point hypotheses, the Neyman–Pearson lemma shows that the likelihood ratio test possesses this opti-
mality property. For UMP tests, there is no need for empirical evaluation in simulation studies, at least not under the
conditions necessary for this property to hold. Unfortunately, the UMP property does not hold for most of the hypothe-
ses that are of interest for the two-sample problem, and hence simulation studies are necessary for the evaluation of
the tests.

3 BASIC PRINCIPLES

Principles of neutral comparison and benchmark studies have been discussed in detail elsewhere; see, for example,
Boulesteix et al. (2013) andWeber et al. (2019) and this discussion will not be repeated here.We have selected guidelines as
formulated byWeber et al. (2019). Although these were originally developed for benchmarkingmethods in computational
biology, they also suit well for our purposes. In the remainder of this section, we follow these guidelines by formulating
answers to several questions.
Formulation of the scope and purpose: Several two-sample problems exist, depending on the formulation of the null

and alternative hypotheses. For example, the two-sample t-test can be seen as a method for testing the null hypothesis
of equality of means against the two-sided alternative, but in combination with the assumption of normality and equal
variances, the null hypothesis coincides with the stronger hypothesis of equality of distributions. The scope and purpose
of our study are formulated as follows.
Scope: Comparison of statistical tests that can be used for testing 𝐻0 ∶ 𝐹1 = 𝐹2. The alternative hypothesis involves

a location shift (LS) (i.e., the interest is in the power of tests as a function of the LS), but also other parameters of the
distribution may be altered (e.g., 𝐹1 and 𝐹2 may have different variances).
It is important to note that tests that can be used for testing the null hypothesis of equal distributions can address differ-

ent distributional aspects and thus have different alternative hypotheses. For example, while the two-sample t-test tests
for equality of means (under the assumption of normality and equal variances), the Wilcoxon–Mann–Whitney (WMW)
tests for stochastic equality (under the assumption of symmetry and equal shape). Both tests have different target parame-
ters; the difference in means for the two-sample t-test, and stochastic superiority (the probability of a random observation
of one group is bigger than the random observation from the other group) for the WMW test. Comparing the results of
methods with different alternative hypotheses should be done with caution.
Purpose: Provide the scientific community (1) with an extensive, unbiased, and neutral evaluation of two-sample tests;

and (2) with an open-source environment that can reproduce all results and that can be used for evaluating other two-
sample tests under other simulation scenarios as proposed by other researchers.
At this point, we want to make the remark that we actually endorse the best statistical practice guideline that statistical

tests should be accompanied by an estimate of the effect size and its standard error or confidence interval. However, we
leave this as a possible future extension of the framework.
Research team: The composition of the research team is considered important to minimize the perceived bias.

Recall that one of the motivations for performing a neutral comparison study, is that many published simulation studies
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have been performed by researchers who want to compare their own method with others. The choices made by these
researchersmay perhaps result in a too optimistic evaluation of their ownmethod. Thismust be avoided in neutral studies.
One solution exists in having an independent group of researchers performing the benchmarking. In the ideal world,

these are scientists who did not develop two-sample tests themselves andwhowill not benefit from one particular method
outperforming another (i.e., no conflict of interest). If this is not possible, then a form of blinding could be applied. These
arguments particularly make sense when the neutral comparison study is closed in time and scope, with a publication of
the results as the final goal.
Here, we take another route. We argue that the core team that initiates the neutral study is not very important in

the sense that they do not affect or steer the results. This is accomplished by adopting an open-ended and open science
collaborative effort approach. The core team only makes well-documented open-source computer code available for the
benchmarking. The code assures that all results are reproducible and that the results can be published on a web server.
The whole scientific community is free to add two-sample tests and simulation scenarios. However, when adding a new
statistical test to the system, the test will be evaluated on all simulation scenarios that have been submitted before. Other
researchers are free to improve the computer code. The core team, however, gives itself the tasks to promote the use of the
Neutralise R package and to disseminate the results as widely as possible.
Selection of methods and simulation scenarios: The selection of methods and simulation scenarios is completely

community-driven. As explained before, everyone is free to add methods and simulation scenarios, as long as it is within
the scope of this project. When a method is added, it will be evaluated under all previous simulation scenarios, and when
a new simulation scenario is added, it will be used for the evaluation of all previous methods.
Selection of evaluation metrics: In general, the choice of evaluation metrics is important as it may favor certain

methods over others. However, in the context of hypothesis testing this choice is quite straightforward: tests will be
evaluated in terms of the type I error rate control and the power at a fixed nominal significance level. Although the
latter may be subject to discussion, we suggest to limit the study to the conventional levels 𝛼 = 0.01, 𝛼 = 0.05, and
𝛼 = 0, 10.
Interpretation of results and formulation of recommendations: As we have designed the neutral comparison

study as a dynamic open-ended environment, our primary objective is not to provide interpretations or recommendations
ourselves. We rather focus onmaking all detailed results publicly available and easily accessible, and although we provide
a few simple tools for analyzing the results (also available as an interactive Shiny app), we invite the community to add
further interactive tools for exploring, summarizing, and visualizing the results. The collection of neutralized results is
the end product. Summaries will always depend on particular choices and criteria, but the continuous availability of
all results, allows everyone to (re)evaluate the methods. However, as suggested by the Reviewers, an annual report will
be released in the NeutraliseFiles repository with a curated summary of the results. Where it is not the aim to make
recommendations, but rather to guide users through the results. This will not jeopardize the Neutral initiative, as all the
results are continuously publicly available. In addition, this annual report will be drawn up according to a predefined
protocol to ensure neutral reporting. See Appendix F for more details.
Publishing of the results: Along the lines of the arguments in the previous paragraph, we have no intention to publish

the results of the neutral benchmarking study as a journal paper, but rather to make all detailed results public immedi-
ately after their computations. The results are always accompanied by their generating R code, pseudorandom number
generator seeds, and R session information, making all results reproducible and open for review.We hope that the GitHub
repository will become the permanent, incremental online resource for the comprehensive neutral comparisons results
for two-sample tests, rather than having (partial) results published as a static journal paper.
Enable future extensions: Since all computer code is open source, the framework can be extended by others. Such

extensions can be initiatives of individual researchers who only want to run the extended code on their local computer.
However, we invite them to contact the core team so that we can consider including the extension in our code and make
it available to the wider community.
From a broader perspective, we hope to see similar initiatives come to life for the evaluation of other classes of statistics

tests, or computational methods in general.
Follow reproducible science best practices: Reproducibility of the results is of utmost importance. We have chosen

to work with a well-documented publicly available open-source R package in combination with a GitHub repository and
an online R Shiny app for the exploration of the results. The simulation results produced by the R package are saved to a
directory that also contains all R session information, as well as the R code and seed of the pseudorandom generator that
produced the results.
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4 DESIGN

4.1 General concept

The overarching philosophy is that everyone must be able (1) to add two-sample tests to the system for evaluation, and (2)
to add simulation scenarios under which all previously submitted tests will be evaluated. The R package itself is mainly a
set of functions that check the eligibility of the submittedmethods in terms of the required input (e.g., sample size and data
frame) and output (e.g., test statistic and p-value), and, once the submitted methods pass this check, uses the submitted
simulation methods to evaluate all tests, and the other way around.
The Neutralise R package is available on a GitHub repository (https://github.com/lucp9827/Neutralise). An accom-

panying repository (https://github.com/lucp9827/NeutraliseFiles) contains a zip file with directories that contain all the
statistical tests and simulation methods and scenarios that have already been submitted and evaluated (i.e., neutralized).
All results of the corresponding simulations are available from here, as well as an annual report that summarizes the
results according to the protocol (Appendix F). These repositories will be transferred to a repositories of the Data Science
Institute (Hasselt University) upon acceptance of this paper. The GitHub page of Neutralise also contains a detailed man-
ual that explains how the package can be installed and it includes a tutorial. In addition, theGitHub page ofNeutraliseFiles
contains two sets of concise step-by-step instructions for generating and/or analyzing the results from submitted methods
and simulation scenarios (see also Appendices D and E).
The end user function of the R package can be run in two modes. The first mode (named single) allows a user to

evaluate a single statistical method under a single simulation scenario. The second mode (named all) will evaluate a
new statistical method under all scenarios available on GitHub, or evaluate all statistical methods available on GitHub
under a new simulation scenario, or a combination of both. The user is asked to push the new results, which include
the new R functions, to the GitHub repository (push request). The core team of this initiative will regularly check the
consistency of the files on GitHub, and when needed the missing simulations will be run and the results will be pushed
to GitHub.
Statistical tests can be added to the system as an R file with a single function, named Test and with one argument: db,

which is a data frame with two columns. One column should be named y and contains the 𝑛1 + 𝑛2 sample observations,
and the other column should be named group and contains values 1 and 2, referring to the groups the sample observations
come from. TheTest function should return the results (test statistic and 𝑝-value) as list with names stat and p.value. This
R file must contain a header that gives a the name and a description of the method, and references to the literature if
appropriate. An example is shown in Appendix A.1.
Simulation scenarios can also be added to the system as two R files. One file with a single function, named

Data.Generator and with three arguments: (1) n1: size of sample from 𝐹1; (2) n2: size of sample from 𝐹2; (3) parameters:
a vector with the numerical values of the parameters needed by the simulation procedure (e.g., the difference in means
between 𝐹1 and 𝐹2 and the variances of these distributions). The file must also contain a header that gives a description
of the simulation method. The result of this function should be a data frame with the same specifications as the db argu-
ment of the Test function. An example is shown in Appendix A.1. The second file contains a data frame, named settings,
with the parameter values to be passed to the data generator function; each line of the data frame corresponds to another
scenario. See again Appendix A.1 for an example. The combination of a data generator (i.e., distribution) and a parameter
setting is referred to as a simulation scenario.

4.2 Architecture

In this section, we provide somemore details of the architecture of the R package andGitHub repository (see also Figure 1).
After installing the R package, the user must download the required directories from the repository on Github, which

contains all methods and simulation scenarios that have already been run, as well as all the corresponding simulation
results. In particular, five directories are copied: Methods, Data, Settings, Issues, and Results.
Wewill explain the architecture for the two operatingmodes single and all. For the former, the user has a single statistical

test that needs to be evaluated with a single data generator with possibly multiple parameter settings. In this case, the user
first creates (1) a function for the test (e.g., with name My.Test); (2) a function for the data generation (e.g., with name
My.Data.Generator); and (3) a data frame that contains the settings (e.g., with name my.settings), that is, the parameter
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6 of 17 KODALCI and THAS

F IGURE 1 Schematic overview of the architecture of the R package.

values to be provided to the data generator. See Section 4.1 for more details on these three objects and Appendix A.1 for
an example. The new method can be evaluated under the new simulation scenarios as follows:

> results<-Neutralise(path,test=My.Test, data.generator=My.Data.Generator,
settings=my.settings, N=10000)

where path refers to the parent directory to which the GitHub directory structure has been copied. The function will
evaluate the test based on 𝑁 = 10, 000 Monte Carlo simulation runs in which data are generated with the function
Data.Generator and with parameters set to those specified in my.settings. The results are written to a new subdirectory
in the Results/Local folder. The following files are generated: (1) an R file with a function namedMy.Test (or other name
given to the test function); (2) an R file with a function named My.Data.Generator (or other name given to the data gen-
erator function); (3) an R file with the data frame settings; (4) a text file with the R session information as generated by
sessionInfo(); (5) a text file with the simulation results; and (6) a.RData file with the simulation results. The results file
contains all necessary information to reproduce the results, including the seed, and the results in terms of the power.
When running the function in single mode as shown above, the simulation results are also returned to the user in the

data frame results. The single mode is designed for quick evaluation of a method under a limited number of simulation
scenarios. In this way, it is also useful for statisticians who constructed a new two-sample test and want quick evaluation
of their method in the development phase of their research. Note that this does not jeopardize the objectives of our neutral
comparison initiative: once this researcher wants her/his method to be part of the project, it will be evaluated under all
simulation scenarios. This can happen in the allmode.
In the operatingmode all, theNeutralise function is usedwith either the argument test, or the arguments data.generator

and settings set to NULL. For the argument that is set to NULL, the R function will look for R files in the corresponding
directory. For example, if test=NULL and the other arguments are not set toNULL, then the simulation scenarios specified
by the data generator function in the argument data.generator and the settings matrix in the argument settings are applied
to all statistical test functions in the Test_Finished directory, and for each of these tests the simulation results are written
to a new subdirectory that is created in the Results folder.
When theNeutralise function is called without providing a new test or simulation scenario (i.e., all these arguments are

set to NULL), the function will look for new files in the directoriesMethods, Data, and Settings and will first do eligibility
checks on the new functions and settings matrix. When these checks detect problems, these will be reported in a separate
file that is saved in the Issues directory. When the new files pass the checks, the Neutralise function runs simulations for
all combinations of tests and simulation scenarios, and results are written to the Results directory as explained earlier.
In theResultsdirectory, there is also a file that contains the data frame neutralise.status, which keeps track of allmethods,

data generators and settings files, and their status: for example, did the file pass the checks, is the method neutralized,
and so forth.
So far we have seen that detailed results are written to files in the Results directory. Summarizing results in a fair and

unbiased fashion is also an important part of neutral comparison studies. In Section 5, this is discussed and illustrated.
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4.3 Maintenance

Just like any other R package or project, the code and the GitHub repository must be maintained. In this section, we
discuss some relevant aspects: R package, completeness and availability of the results, and the public repository.
The initial version of the R package (Version 0.1.0) contains R functions for the Neutralise function and functions to

summarize the simulation results in plots. The GitHub repository contains 15 tests and eight data generators with settings
for the scenarios. The following tests are included; Anderson–Darling (AD; Scholz & Stephens, 1987), Brunner–Munzel
(Brunner & Munzel, 2000), Baumgartner–Weiss–Schindler (Baumgartner et al., 1998), Cramer–Von Mises (Brown, 1982),
the Percentile Modified WMW test of Gastwirth (Gastwirth, 1965), Hogg–Fisher–Randles adaptive test (Hogg et al., 1975),
Kolmogorov–Smirnov (KS; Smirnoff, 1939), Mood’s median test (Mood, 1954), Asymptotic smooth test with fixed order
4 (and 6) and Legendre polynomials (Janic-Wróblewska & Ledwina, 2000), two-sample Student-t test, the Welch t-test
(Welch, 1938), van der Waerden normal scores test (van der Waerden, 1952), Asymptotic WMW test (Wilcoxon, 1992), and
Yuen’s test (Yuen, 1974). In addition, the Github repository contains the simulation results for all combinations of these
tests and simulation scenarios. At this stage, the GitHub repository is complete in the sense that it contains all results for
all the statistical tests and scenarios included.
Once users start using the R package for evaluating their own tests, or for evaluating existing tests under new scenarios,

we (the core team) lose control about the availability of the results and hence also about the completeness. Although we
ask all users to contribute to our project and to the scientific community by sending us their R functions for new tests
and simulation scenarios (via a push request on GitHub), we must be realistic that not everyone will do so. We believe,
however, that everyone will benefit from sharing code and results, particularly if this project gains traction and will be
consulted by referees and peers (see the discussion in Section 6) so that researchers who want to publish new statistical
tests will be asked to participate in this project.

5 SOME RESULTS

With the simulation results on GitHub, everyone is free to do further analysis and draw conclusions. In the R package,
there are already a few functions available to make summary graphs. These functions are also available in an R Shiny app.
The app can be downloaded from the GitHub repository for running on a local computer, but it can also be directly run
from our Shiny app server (https://dsi-uhasselt.shinyapps.io/Neutralise/). In this section, we illustrate the use of these
functions, based on a small set of simulation results for the following tests and data generators (note that the GitHub
repository includes more tests than those we focus on here). Tests: WMW test (asymptotic normal approximation), the
Welch t-test, the KS test, and the AD test. Data generators: normal with equal variances, normal with unequal variances,
logistic with equal variances, exponential distribution, Cauchy distribution, and the generalized Tukey Lambda distribu-
tion. The latter distribution is very flexible for simulating distributions with many different shapes. Here, we have used
this generalized Lambda distribution (GLD) for generating skew distributions and only LS alternatives are considered; it
is abbreviated as GLDLS. See Appendix B for more details on the quantile function of the distribution. Another flexible
distribution that has been included here, is the 𝑔-and-ℎ distribution (Tukey, 1977) with equal variances (ghEqual) andwith
a specified kurtosis parameter (ghEqualK); See Appendix C for more details on the quantile function of the distribution.
Wewill illustrate three types of graphs: (1) boxplots for assessing type I error rate control; (2) power curves for individual

tests; and (3) power–power plots for comparing two or more tests.

5.1 Boxplots for assessing type I error rate control

Figure 2 shows boxplots of the empirical type I error rates of the Welch t-test, WMW test, the KS test, and the AD test at
the nominal level of 5%, for the distributions selected here. A reference line indicates the largest acceptable estimated type
I error rate, that is, tests for which the type I error rates are estimated above this line are liberal (this line is based on a 95%
confidence interval). Similarly, another reference line indicates the smallest acceptable estimate; points below this line
correspond to conservative tests. From these graphs, we see that the KS test is conservative for most of the distributions,
whereas theWMWand theAD tests have overall good type I error rate control. TheWelch t-test has good control, except for
the Cauchy distribution and for some of the scenarios with the 𝑔-and-ℎ distribution andwith the exponential distribution.
The scenarios with the 𝑔-and-ℎ distribution and the exponential distribution that do not control the type I error rate, are
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8 of 17 KODALCI and THAS

F IGURE 2 Boxplots of the empirical type I error rates of the Wilcoxon–Mann–Whitney (WMW) test (top, left), Welch t-test (top, right),
Anderson–Darling (AD) test (bottom, left), and Kolmogorov–Smirnov (KS) (bottom, right) for the different data-generating distributions. The
color of the points refer to the total sample size. All tests were performed at the 5% level of significance (red dotted line), and the error rates
were computed based on 10,000 simulation runs. Points above (below) the lower and upper horizontal reference lines (black dotted line)
correspond to liberal (conservative) tests.

scenarios with an unbalanced design. In addition, this result agrees with the expectations from the literature (Skovlund &
Fenstad, 2001), as the mentioned distributions can be skewed and show heavier tails, and theWelch t-test behaves best for
symmetric distributions with moderate tails. The information about the moments of the distributions can be easily found
by using the interactive brushing function in the Shiny app.

5.2 Power curves for individual tests

The empirical powers can be plotted versus the difference in means of the data-generating distributions. These are very
common plots for summarizing the results of a simulation study. Figure 3 shows power curves for the Welch t-test for
several sample sizes scenarioswith the normal distribution. TheR function allows to filter out test/scenarios combinations
that do not control the type I error rate; this allows for a fair comparison. In the Shiny app, an interactive brushing function
is available to get more detailed information for the individual scenarios (points in the plot).

5.3 Power–power plots

Because the objective of this project is to generate results for many tests and many scenarios, much more than what it is
typically done for a simulation study section in a paper, presenting all results as power curves becomes almost infeasible,
or at least these plots no longer succeedwell in summarizing the results.We therefore propose two other types of plots. The
first exist in plotting the power of one test against the power of another test; each point corresponds to a single scenario.
In this way, two tests can be compared for all scenarios in a single plot. Just like before, the R function allows for filtering
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KODALCI and THAS 9 of 17

F IGURE 3 Power curves for several sample sizes for the Welch t-test for the normal distribution (standard deviation equal to 3). The
empirical powers for the test at the 5% level of significance, are plotted against the difference in means. The 95% confidence intervals of the
powers are also indicated. Tests/scenario combinations that do not control the type I error rate, were filtered out.

our scenarios for which one of the tests has no type I error rate control, or for selecting a subset of the scenarios (e.g.,
only scenarios for the normal distribution). Since the plot is constructed by plotting two powers against one another, it is
referred to as a power–power plot. Figure 4 shows three power–power plots. In the top left panel, the powers of theWMW
test are compared to those of the Welch t-test, for all scenarios and all sample sizes. The plot shows that many points are
close to the diagonal (particularly for the symmetric distributions), indicating that for these distributions the powers of
the two tests are close to one another. However, there are still many other points are far off the diagonal, toward both sides.
This shows that for some scenarios (skew and/or heavy-tailed distributions) the powers of the WMW test and the Welch
t-test may be very different. Sometimes the WMW has higher power, other times the Welch t-test has higher power. The
textual output of the function gives a very short summary:

Normal2Var:
WMW_Asymp has higher power than TTest_VarUnequal in 23.6%
of the 72 scenarios where both methods control the type I error rate.
Normal:
WMW_Asymp has higher power than TTest_VarUnequal in 22.2%
of the 72 scenarios where both methods control the type I error rate.
Exp:
WMW_Asymp has higher power than TTest_VarUnequal in 75.8%
of the 91 scenarios where both methods control the type I error rate.
Cauchy:
WMW_Asymp has higher power than TTest_VarUnequal in 99.3%
of the 144 scenarios where both methods control the type I error rate.
ghEqual:
WMW_Asymp has higher power than TTest_VarUnequal in 47.6%
of the 105 scenarios where both methods control the type I error rate.
ghEqualK:
WMW_Asymp has higher power than TTest_VarUnequal in 53.3%
of the 105 scenarios where both methods control the type I error rate.
GLDLS:
WMW_Asymp has higher power than TTest_VarUnequal in 61.3%
of the 75 scenarios where both methods control the type I error rate.
Logistic:
WMW_Asymp has higher power than TTest_VarUnequal in 61.6%
of the 112 scenarios where both methods control the type I error rate.
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10 of 17 KODALCI and THAS

F IGURE 4 Power–power plots for comparing two tests. Top Left: Empirical powers of the Welch t-test versus the
Wilcoxon–Mann–Whitney (WMW) test for all scenarios. Of the 900 scenarios tested, 125 were filtered out due to at least one method not
controlling the type I error rate. Top right: Kolmogorov–Smirnov (KS) test versus Anderson–Darling (AD) test. Of the 900 scenarios, 87 were
filtered out due to at least one method not controlling the type I error rate. Bottom: Welch t-test versus the WMW, but only for scenarios with
the logistic distribution. Both methods controlled the type I error rate for all logistic scenarios. All tests were performed at the 5% level of
significance, and the error rates were computed based on 10,000 simulation runs. Tests/scenario combinations that do not control the type I
error rate were filtered out.

A similar plot is shown in the bottom panel of Figure 4, but now limited to scenarios with the logistic distribution,
for which we know that the WMW test is the locally most powerful rank test and hence we expect to WMW test to have
higher power than the Welch t-test. For the logistic distribution, the power–power plot shows that (1) the powers of the
tests are always similar (points are close to the diagonal), and (2) the WMW often wins over the Welch t-test. Note that
when the Welch t-test outperforms the WMW test, it is only by a very small margin. This may be explained by the (small)
imprecision with which the powers are calculated in the simulation study (based on 10,000 simulation runs). The textual
output of the R function now reads as

Logistic:
WMW_Asymp has higher power than TTest_VarUnequal in 61.6%
of the 112 scenarios where both methods control the type I error rate.

Finally, the third panel (top right) in Figure 4 compares the KS and AD tests, showing that the AD test outperforms the
KS testmore often than the otherway around.Moreover, the asymmetry of the plot suggests thatwhen theADoutperforms
the KS test, it is by a larger margin than it is the other way around. Note that since the KS test is very conservative in the
type I error rate, which results in low power, the KS test was not the best choice to compare to AD.We have chosen it here,
however, as a very obvious example for illustrating the interpretation of this type of plot.
A second type of power–power plot consists in plotting the power of one test against the highest power of the competitor

tests (after filtering out test/scenario combinations with poor type I error rate control). This allows for focusing on a single
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KODALCI and THAS 11 of 17

F IGURE 5 Power–power plots for comparing a single test with the best competitor. Top left: Welch t-test. Top right:
Wilcoxon–Mann–Whitney (WMW) test. Bottom: Anderson–Darling (AD) test. All tests were performed at the 5% level of significance, and the
powers were computed based on 10,000 simulation runs. Only results for a total sample size of 20 are shown. Tests/scenario combinations
that do not control the type I error rate were filtered out.

test, while still involving all other tests. Figure 5 shows three such plots for simulation results for a total sample size of
20. For the Welch t-test, the graph shows that the test has the largest power for the scenarios with the normal distribution
with equal variances, but for other distributions other tests have larger powers. Remarkably, for normal distributions with
unequal variances, theWelch t-test has much lower power than the best competitor. For theWMW test, the power–power
plot shows that the test has the largest power for the logistic distribution (as expected), but for other scenarios better tests
exist. Upon comparing the power–power plots of theWelch t-test and theWMWtest, we see that there are less distributions
included in former. This is a consequence of filtering out scenarios for which the Welch t-test does not control the type
I error rate (see also Figure 2). The power–power plot for the AD test shows that the AD test frequently has the largest
power, and when it does not, its power is not much smaller than the power of the best competitor (i.e., the points are close
to the diagonal).

6 CONCLUSION

Neutral comparison of statistical tests is an important aspect of scientific integrity and reproducibility in statistical sci-
ence. Despite the huge number of simulation studies that have been published in the scientific literature, none of them
is complete in the sense that all competitors are included and that tests are evaluated under a huge number of scenarios.
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12 of 17 KODALCI and THAS

Moreover, we have argued that the conclusions from these studies may be biased by the choices of simulation scenarios
and competitor tests by the authors.
In this paper, we have described a new open science initiative for neutral comparisons of statistical tests for the very

simple two-sample problem. It is set up as an open-source R package (Neutralise), an R Shiny app, and aGitHub repository.
The latter does not only contain the R package, but it also contains a manual and a demo, as well as the simulation results.
Every user can run theNeutralise function on new statistical tests under new simulation scenarios, but, more importantly,
new tests can also be evaluated under all simulation scenarios that have been submitted before by any other scientist
participating in this initiative. In this way, a test can be neutralized. Similarly, everyone can add a new simulation scenario
to the system, and all statistical tests that have been submitted before, will be evaluated. The participants of our initiative
are invited to submit the new simulation results to the GitHub repository. In this way, a large collection of results can be
gathered, with minimal risk of introducing bias. All code and results are publicly available and can be downloaded by
anyone who wants a fair comparison of statistical procedures.
The R package comes with functions that can assist in summarizing the simulation results, andmake informative sum-

mary graphs. However, as our initiative is meant to become an open science collaborative project, we invite statisticians
to contribute not only methods and simulation scenarios, but also build new functions for summarizing and exploring
the results. The functions for exploring the simulation results are also available in an easy-to-use R Shiny implementation
(https://dsi-uhasselt.shinyapps.io/Neutralise/).
This paper was notmeant to present results of a neutral comparison study. It rather describes the architecture of an open

science initiative, and it demonstrates how methods can be neutralized. We have deliberately chosen for a very simple
statistical problem. If our approach turns out to be successful, we hope that it can inspire statisticians to setup similar
initiatives for other statistical procedures. For example, in the context of genomics andmicrobiome studies,manymethods
have been proposed for testing for differential gene expression or differential abundance. Although these methods are
essentially also two-sample tests, the multiple testing issue brings along an extra level of complication, as well as the need
for simulating realistic data that cannot be simply described by any of the traditional distributions (Assefa et al., 2020;
Hawinkel et al., 2020).
We hope that many scientist will contribute to this open science project so that eventually a comprehensive neutral

comparison of two-sample tests will become available at all times. One could even envision a scientific community in
which journal editors require their authors to evaluate their newmethods in open science initiatives as ours. International
professional organizations within the statistics discipline may even take a lead in hosting such initiatives.
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APPENDIX A
A.1 Example R files
Example of an R file with a test function:

# NAME
# Asymptotic Wilcoxon-Mann-Whitney test
# DESCRIPTION
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14 of 17 KODALCI and THAS

# Two sample Wilcoxon rank sum test = Mann-Whitney test. P-values
# based on asymptotic approximation
# REFERENCES
# Wilcoxon, F. (1945). Individual comparisons by ranking methods.
# Biom. Bull., 1, 80-83.
# END

WMW_Asymp<-function(db) {
results<-wilcox.test(y˜group,data = db, exact=FALSE)
return(list(
stat=results$statistic,
p.value=results$p.value
))
}

Example of an R file with a data generator function:

# DESCRIPTION
# simulation of two normal distributions with unequal variance
# END

Normal2Var<-function(n1=10,n2=10,parameters=c(0,1,2)) {
delta<-parameters[1]
sd1<-parameters[2]
sd2<-parameters[3]
y<-c(rnorm(n1,sd=sd1),
rnorm(n2,mean = delta,sd=sd2))
db<-data.frame(y=y, group=rep(c(1,2),c(n1,n2)))
return(db)
}

Example of an R file with some settings for the Data.Generator function:

settings<-data.frame(
delta=c(0,0,1,1.5,2,2.5),
sd1=c(1,1,1,1,1,1),
sd2=c(1,2,2,2,2,2),
null=c(1,0,0,0,0,0)
)

Example of the Neutralise function that uses the inputs that are described above (in the single mode). Note that all the
inputs should be loaded in the R-environment you are working in.

> results<-Neutralise(path,test=WMW_Asymp, data.generator=Normal2Var,
settings=settings, N=10000)

A.2 Example output files
The example output file is a snippet of the results of Kolmogorov–Smirnov (KS) test with generalized Lambda distribution
with location shift (GLDLS) data generation method. All the results are provided in the NeutraliseFiles repository. See
Appendix B, for more details on the parameters for the GLDLS distribution.

“method”,“distribution”,“seed”,“N”,“n1”,“n2”,
“delta”,“scale”,“lambda3”,“lambda4”,
“null”,“power0.01”,“l_CI”,“u_CI”,
“power0.05”,“l_CI”,“u_CI”,
“power0.10”,“l_CI”,“u_CI”,
“ct_0.10”,“ct_0.05”,“ct_0.01”
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“KS”,“GLDLS”,7665848,10000,10,10,
0,2,-0.002,-0.002,
1,0.0017,0.0006,0.0028,
0.0122,0.0101,0.0144,
0.0549,0.0512,0.0587,
549,122,17
“KS”,“GLDLS”,916321,10000,10,10,
0,2,-0.02,-0.02,
1,0.0019,0.0008,0.0030,
0.0134,0.0112,0.0157,
0.0527,0.0490,0.0564,
527,134,19
“KS”,“GLDLS”,59113046,10000,10,10,
0,2,-0.05,-0.05,
1,0.0021,0.0009,0.0033,
0.0141,0.0118,0.0164,
0.053,0.0492,0.0566,
529,141,21

In general, the output files (text or RData-file) contain the following elements:

∙ method =method name
∙ distribution = data generation method2
∙ seed = seed number to reproduce the exact results
∙ N = number of simulation runs
∙ n1 and n2 = sample size per group
∙ delta = location shift between the two groups
∙ . . . parameters that are specific for the data generation method
∙ null = 1 if the scenario is under𝐻0, which is used as indicator variable.
∙ power0.01 = power results with significance level of 1% + l_CI,U_CI which represent the lower and upper confidence
limits.

∙ power0.05 = power results with significance level of 5% + l_CI,U_CI which represent the lower and upper confidence
limits.

∙ power0.10= power results with significance level of 10%+ l_CI,U_CI which represent the lower and upper confidence
limits.

∙ ct_0.10 = the number of times 𝐻0 gets rejected in the simulation runs with 10% significance level
∙ ct_0.05 = the number of times𝐻0 gets rejected in the simulation runs with 5% significance level
∙ ct_0.01 = the number of times 𝐻0 gets rejected in the simulation runs with 1% significance level

APPENDIX B: THE GENERALIZED TUKEY LAMBDA DISTRIBUTION
The generalized Tukey Lambda distribution has many parameterizations. We have used the parameterization of Freimer
et al. (1988). The quantile function is given by

𝑄(𝑝) = 𝜆1 +
1

𝜆2

[
𝑝𝜆3 − 1

𝜆3
−
(1 − 𝑝)𝜆4 − 1

𝜆4

]

for 𝑝 ∈ [0, 1]. The parameters 𝜆1 and 𝜆2 are location and scale parameters, respectively, and the parameters 𝜆3 and 𝜆4 are
shape (or tail) parameters. The distribution is defined for 𝜆1, 𝜆3, 𝜆4 ∈ ℝ and 𝜆2 ∈ ℝ+.
For particular choices of 𝜆3 = 𝜆4, the distribution approximates the normal distribution very well. This class of dis-

tributions include many different shapes: symmetric and left- and right-skewed distributions, heavy- and light-tailed
distributions, and finite and infinite support distributions. Simulation from this distribution is very simple as it is defined
in terms of its quantile function.
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APPENDIX C: THE 𝒈-AND-𝒉 DISTRIBUTION
The generalized 𝑔-and-ℎ distribution (Prangle, 2017; Tukey, 1977) is defined by the following quantile function:

𝑄(𝑝) = 𝐴 + 𝐵

[
1 + 𝑐 tanh

(
𝑔𝑧𝑝

2

)]
exp

(
ℎ𝑧2𝑝

2

)
,

where 𝑧𝑝 = Φ−1(𝑝) is the quantile of the standard normal distribution corresponding to𝑝, parameters𝐴 and𝐵 are location
and scale parameters, respectively, and 𝑐 is a constant (fixed at 0.8). Parameter 𝑔measures the skewness of the distribution,
and parameter ℎ is related to the kurtosis. Parameter constrictions exists in 𝐵 > 0 and ℎ ≥ 0.
The sign of parameter 𝑔 indicates the direction of skewness. When 𝑔 = 0 the distribution is symmetric. Increasing

the parameter ℎ, adds more kurtosis to the distribution, and when ℎ = 0 the kurtosis agrees with the standard normal
distribution. Note that due to restriction on ℎ, distributions with less kurtosis than the normal distribution cannot be
simulated by the 𝑔-and-ℎ distribution. However, these can be simulated with the generalized Tukey Lambda distribution
(Appendix B).

APPENDIX D: STEP-BY-STEP INSTRUCTIONS FOR NEUTRALISE: STARTING FROMAN EMPTY
NEUTRALISEFILES FOLDER
This concise checklist is intended for users to install Neutralise and start working from the beginning, an empty
NeutraliseFiles folder, and generate their own results. Formore details and examples, we refer to the README file of Neu-
tralise (https://github.com/lucp9827/Neutralise). We recommend following the tutorial to understand how the Neutralise
function works and what the possibilities are within this initiative.

1. Download NeutraliseFiles_empty.zip from https://github.com/lucp9827/NeutraliseFiles and unzip this folder.
2. Start R.
3. Set the working directory of your R-session to the folder NeutraliseFiles in the unzipped

NeutraliseFiles_empty folder.
4. Save this working directory also to the object path. (R-code: path=getwd())
5. Install and load the following packages in your R-session: remotes, kSamples, lawstat, BWStest, twosamples,

RVAideMemoire, WRS2, gk, gld, and DescTools.
Rcode to Install & load required packages:
reqpkg = c(“remotes”,“kSamples”,“lawstat”,“BWStest”, “RVAideMemoire”,“WRS2”,
“gk”,“gld”,“twosamples”,“DescTools”)
for(i in reqpkg)
{print(i)
install.packages(i)
library(i, quietly=TRUE, verbose=FALSE,
warn.conflicts=FALSE, character.only=TRUE)}

6. Install Neutralise. You can use the following R-code: remotes::install_github(’lucp9827/Neutralise’).
7. Load Neutralise in your R-session. (R-code: library(Neutralise))
8. Run the function Initialise_Neutralise(path)
9. You can start using the Neutralise function. (Check the demonstration file for details on the function possibilities)

APPENDIX E: STEP-BY-STEP INSTRUCTIONS FOR NEUTRALISE: STARTING FROM THE GITHUB
REPOSITORY NEUTRALISEFILES
This concise checklist is intended for users to analyze the results from the GitHub repository NeutraliseFiles. For more
details and examples, we refer to the README file of Neutralise (https://github.com/lucp9827/Neutralise). We recom-
mend following the tutorial to understand how the Neutralise function works and what the possibilities are within this
initiative.

1. Follow steps 1 to 7 of the Step-by-Step Instructions in Appendix D, but in step 1 download the Neutralise-
Files_full.zip (instead of empty), and in step 3 set the working directory to the NeutraliseFiles folder in the unzipped
NeutraliseFiles_full file (instead of empty).
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2. You are ready to start analyzing the data, we propose two options below. However, if you want to start from the original
result files, check the Demonstration file to understand how the results are organized in the NeutraliseFiles.
Option 1: You can start analyzing the data with the provided visualization functions (power–power plot, type I error

rate boxplots, power curves), check the demonstration file in the Neutralise package for more details.
Option 2: You can use the summarized.RData files of all the results (type I error rate, power) for your own code or

analysis. The files without _df extension are lists per data generation method and include all the setting
parameters per scenario and the results, while the files with _df extension are data frameswith an id number
for the setting and the results (without setting parameters).

APPENDIX F: PROTOCOL FOR THE ANNUAL SUMMARY REPORT
This document describes the protocol that will be followed for producing the annual summary report.

1. Information:
∙ Provide an overview of the tests and the scenarios included for evaluation. This can be presented in an appendix.
∙ Provide information about the package version.

2. Type I error rate:
∙ Screen tests under 𝐻0 scenarios and report about controlling the nominal type I error rate. The results will be pre-
sented as boxplots of type I error rates: one boxplot per test/distribution combination. Jittered points are added to
the boxplot, with colors referring to the sample size.

∙ Tests that have a type I error rate larger than the nominal 5% level of significance, will not be further evaluated (95%
confidence limits accounting for the Monte Carlo sampling variability will be used for this purpose).

3. Power
∙ For each test that controls the type I error rate, power–power curves for comparison with the best test are presented,
separately for 𝑛 = 20 and 𝑛 = 200. Each power–power plot is complemented with a numerical summary: the pro-
portion of scenarios for which the test has larger power than the best test, and the median of the power differences
for scenarios under which the test has smaller power than the best test.

∙ Based on the previous set of graphs, a few overall good tests will be selected, and these tests are two-by-two compared
with power-power plots.

∙ Based on the two previous sets of graphs, and using information on the moments of the distributions, we try to
understand under what scenarios tests perform better or worse than others.
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